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About Us:
Address of Technology  Est. for Security is a 7-years provider of low current solutions to 

our customers. We as a Integration System maintains strategic relationships with a 

variety of leading technology and services provider, a critical enabler in our ability to 

consistently deliver best-in-class technology solutions for our clients. In support of our 

multi-national supplier base, like Watchnet, Panasonic, Dynascan, Evoko, Opticon, 

Avaya, GDS Diplasy, eKiosk, Soltec, Sharp , Smart Class by Robotel and many more.

As a Integrator, Integration System is proud of the fact that we consistently deliver the 

right solution for the challenges at hand… We are not ‘box-sellers’. We strive to never 

sell technology without tangible benefit to our customers. The entire organization’s goal 

is to help clients navigate the challenges and risks associated with the entire lifecycle of 

technology solutions, and the team works hard to help our customer base address the 

risks, costs, and challenges that reside outside of the initial hardware purchase. Our 

company consistently delivers on the major benefits of technology solutions: lowering 

costs, raising productivity, showing tangible ROI, and mitigating risk.

Our Brands:



CCTV Solutions:
* IP & Analog  System   

* IP Megapixel Cameras   

* Indoor outdoor Day/Night Cameras   

* DVR & NVR System   

* Storage Devices & Servers   

* Video Management Software   

   

* Network Controllers   

* Proximity Readers   

* Proximity Cards and Tags   

* WAC Software Series   

* Biometrics   

* Installation Accessories   

* Communication Accessories   

* Access Control Server   

Our extensive background in security devices has given us the expertise to 

evaluate your requirements and provide the right security solutions.   

These options will also take into account the expansion possibilities carefully 

considering the growth of the facility.   

Access Control System:



Electronic Shelf Labeling, also known by the acronym ESL, is a system mainly 

used by retailers for displaying product pricing on shelves.     

The full graphical display can be remotely updated using a RF based 

communication network.         

Automated ESL systems reduce pricing management labour costs and improve 

pricing accuracy.          

* 

* 

* 

Electronic Shelf Labeling:Digital Signage:
We offer a wide range of Digital Signage and Digital Display  solutions across many 

applications including educations, retail, commercial and government applications.

Turnkey Digital Signage Solutions    

Managed Digital Signage Solutions    

Hosted Digital Signage Solutions    

Our Digital Display options include:

Video Wall Displays Signage Processors

Signage Controller Signage Software



ISTREAMS provides, for the needs of its IPTV and Digital Signage Solution, a brand 

new STB based on Android Operating System. This STB based on Hisilicon 3798 

chipset is integr ting a Mali 400  Mhz GPU a Wifi and Ethernet Connection and a 4 GB 

SDRam memory, a standard IR remote control as well as a 2.4Ghz keyboard or 

flymouse ISTREAMS introduces a VOD Server in its product line for Digital TV IP 

systems. This product has been particularly adapted to Hospitality, Exhibition Centres, 

Corporate or Education markets. The main benefits of this system are its opening to 

all kind of client application, its “easy to use” specificity, and its very competitive price. 

VOD Server  

User Account Management 

FileStreaming 

VOD Recorder 

Permanent Recorder

Middleware for SD and HD TV

IP TV Solution :Public Address & Professional AV System:

Our ideal solutions for small-to-midsized locations focus on versatility, reliability and 

ease of use. Our fully digital public address, voice evacuation systems meet all the 

requirements placed by professional users. Our Microphones offer impressive audio 

performance for public address and many other applications. Our loudspeakers 

provide an overall lower cost of ownership. All of its acoustical products meet, or 

exceed, international standards. Our Solutions are Suitable for:     

         
Hospitals & Clinics
Malls 
School/ Colleges/ Universities
Mosque
Banks
Airports 
Factories



Avaya PBX System:
* Avaya Aura® Platform     

* Avaya IP Office™ Platform     

* Avaya Breeze™ Platform     

* Avaya Pod Fx™     

* Avaya Aura® Conferencing     

* Avaya Scopia® Desktop and Mobile Applications     

* Avaya Aura® Call Center Elite     

* SDN Fx™ Architecture     

* Fabric Connect     

* Phones     

Meeting Room Management:

Evoko Liso makes it easier than ever to book a room with your favorite

digital calendar, or directly on the screen using  your fingertip.

Evoko Liso’s open API integrates smoothly with other 3rd party systems.

You could, as an example, get the AC turned on 10 minutes before a

meeting is scheduled to start.   

Evoko Liso has a new, slim design. It’s easy to install and  a true delight

to look at outside every meeting room.

* 

* 

* 

The next generation room manager 



Elevator Display Screen  
* Elevator display screen are used to display advertisement  purposes.

We provide this solution for any type of elevators.

       

        

        

        

  

   

  

      

Hune Door Locks 
Hune Card lock system with software is more flexible, enable users to

control and manage a greater range of applications, like Hotel, Large

commercial buildings, Schools, Government/Military, Hospitals, Marines etc.

Wireless system and stand-alone door locks.

Office time table is possible

Key cards are grouped into several levels to make access authority clear.

Do not disturb function.

Energy saving functions

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Features:



Our system with a flexible design to suit your unique functional needs. he displays and 

ticket dispenser can be provided in any custom color that suits theinterior design 

concept for better integration with corporate image.     

Our Queue System is ideal for customer service oriented business, where waiting 

forms an essential part of the service, such as:

 

Hospitals & Clinics

Government Offices

Post Offices 

Retail 

Banks 

Restaurants 

Insurance Companies

Telecommunications

Queuing System:
* Wireless Clocks           

* Talkback Wireless Clock     

* IP Clocks           

* Wired Clocks          

* Time Zone Clocks           

* Independent Clocks          

 

Sapling offers school clocks, hospital clocks, elapsed timers, 115VAC, or 230VAC. and 

clock systems for manufacturing plants, business complexes, transportation 

facilities hotels and many other industries.  We also offers a time zone clock that 

can be powered via PoE, 24V,          

  

Central Clocking System:



ÖZAK Turnstiles & Road Blockers:
• Turnstilesare a form of gate that allows one person to pass at a time in one 

direction. Also known as a baffle gate, they can be accessed by payment (coin, 

token, or card) or are used simply to count the amount of people passing through 

and control the amount of people entering through a point.

• Road blockers are designed especially for entrance points which have a threat of 

vehicle attack or for the ones that have high security requirements. If there is a 

threat of vehicle attack in addition to the control of vehicle access in high security 

applications, hydraulic road blockers are the unique solution and the most secure 

systems.

WyreStorm:
Network HD™

Multi-format HD over IP AV distribution solution utilizing H.264 compression for 

matrix switching

Up to 4x4 video wall functionalityover the LAN

Multi-Format input supports DVI, HDMI, Component & VGA input

NetworkHD™ Touch iPad control app for live video previews and drag and drop 

source selection. 

Extenders 

Extend 4K and HD video, audio, Ethernet, Control and two-way power over a single 

Cat6 cable up to 150m/492ft.

4K UHD @60Hz 4:2:0 24bit up to 100m/328ft or 1080p @60Hz 48bit to 150m/492ft.

Dual 10/100 Ethernet ports on both the TX & RX for connection of up to 3 devices + 

LAN per extender pair.
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